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By Aero Icarus from Zürich, Switzerland - Air Canada Boeing 767-233; C-GAUN@SFO;17.02.1985
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How did it run out of fuel?

4 factors present

Any absent: Accident would not occur

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



How did it run out of fuel?

• 2 channel fuel measurement

• Channel 2 had intermittent problem

• Switch off channel 2

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



How did it run out of fuel?

• Re-activated channel 2

• (Fuel gauges now blank)

• Distracted by another task

• Channel 2 left activated

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



How did it run out of fuel?

• Crew change at Montreal

• Sees blank fuel gauges

• Consults minimum requirements list

• (Boeing 767 new to fleet: list changed 55 times in 4 months)

• Consults maintenance list: Sees fuel problem, but with approval to fly

• Asks Outgoing pilot: “It’s okay!”

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



• NASA’s favourite error

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb

NASA/KSC, Public domain, via 
Wikimedia Commons



How did it run out of fuel?

• Pressure to convert Canada Air to metric

• 1st batch of metric aircraft

• Fuel contents measured with drip-stick

• Kg to lb conversion done wrong

• (Done by ground crew – 767 has no flight engineer)

• Believed: 22,300 Kg

• Actual: 10,000 Kg

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion
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How did it run out of fuel?

• All 4 factors had to be present for accident to occur

• Factors are inevitable in normal operation

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



How did it run out of fuel?

• Complex systems inevitably run with faults

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



How did it run out of fuel?

• We cannot halt operations to fix every fault

• (Remember: min requirements list changed 55 times in 4 months)

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



How did it run out of fuel?

• We must rely upon others for information & guidance

• (List changed 55 times in 4 months)

• But we are often making judgement calls

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



Swiss Cheese Model
– By James Reason



• Systems likened to multiple layers of Swiss cheese

• Holes represent weaknesses

• In live system, holes continually appear, move, disappear

• Failure in one defence does not allow a risk to materialise

Image: BenAveling, CC BY-SA 4.0 creativecommons.org via Wikimedia Commons



• All factors needed to be present

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



Relevance to Software Testing



Relevance to Software Testing

• We can liken our test phases to slices of Swiss cheese

• We know exhaustive testing is impossible

• (We have holes in our cheese)

• Like Canada Air, our systems will run in degraded mode

• How can we prepare for problems in live?

Unit Testing API Testing
Functional/ System 

Testing
End to End Testing



What happened next?



What happened next?

• Issue partly caused by humans (decisions, misunderstandings)

• Humans avoided issue becoming a tragedy:

• Flying a jet without power is very difficult
• Many instruments lost

• Flaps non-functional, controls difficult to use

• No section in emergency checklist for this contingency

• Had not practised in simulator



What happened next?

• From descent rate, realised would not make Winnipeg

• * Co-pilot recalled disused Air Force base at Gimli

• At Gimli, their approach was too high and fast (Remember, no flaps)

• *Used experience as glider pilot to ‘forward slip’, and burn off height

• Landed without injuries, despite nose wheel collapsing



A good thing!



What happened next?

• The aircrew’s experiences and skills averted a tragedy

• Human intervention both caused the issue, AND averted a tragedy

Image by OpenClipart-
Vectors from pixabay.com



Lessons from complex systems 
failure for Software Testing



Lessons from complex systems

• Testing and QA cannot find every problem

• In any case, many bugs will not be fixed

• Need to communicate:
• Our systems always run in degraded mode
• Failure is always a possibility: We should prepare for it
• Those unfixed bugs are more dangerous than you think

Unit Testing API Testing
System 
Testing

End to End 
Testing



Lessons from complex systems

• How can we best respond to an issue in live?

• Training and preparing your humans
• Simulations

• Contingency planning

• Checklists…

Unit Testing API Testing
System 
Testing

End to End 
Testing

Production System



Read this paper:



Principles of complex system failure

1. Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems





Principles of complex system failure

1. Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems

2. Complex systems are heavily and successfully defended against 
failure

3. Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures are not 
enough



Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures not enough

• 4 factors had to be present for accident to occur

• Important implications for bug fixing in safety-critical systems
• All single point failures already fixed

• Catastrophe requires 2 or more failure

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures not enough

• If a single bug causes a failure, then failure rate is linearly 
proportional to number of bugs

• Double the bugs will double the failures

Bug #1

Failure



Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures not enough

• If catastrophe only occurs from multiple bugs, then failure rate is 
proportional to the Power of number of bugs required

• 2 bugs needed: double the bugs will increase catastrophes by 4

• 3 bugs needed: double the bugs will increase catastrophes by 8

• 4 bugs needed: double the bugs will increase catastrophes by 16

Bug #1

Catastrophe

Bug #1 Bug #2 Bug #4Bug #3

Catastrophe



Principles of complex system failure

1. Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems

2. Complex systems are heavily and successfully defended against 
failure

3. Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures are not 
enough..

4. Complex systems contain changing mixtures of failures latent within 
them
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Crew 
change

#2
Attempted fix in Toronto

Would not have caused issue

#3
Pilot 

misunderstood

#4
Metric 

conversion



Crew 
change

Problem could not have occurred 
at start (no crew handover)

#3
Pilot 

misunderstood

#4
Metric 

conversion



If they had managed to return to 
Edmonton problem would have 
disappeared (spare part waiting)
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change
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If they had managed to return to 
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disappeared (spare part waiting)



A good thing!



Principles of complex system failure

1. Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems

2. Complex systems are heavily and successfully defended against 
failure

3. Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures are not 
enough..

4. Complex systems contain changing mixtures of failures latent within 
them

5. Complex systems run in degraded mode



How did it run out of fuel?

• Pilot change at Montreal

• Sees blank fuel gauges

• Minimum requirements list changed 55 times in 4 months

• Consults maintenance list

• Sees fuel problem, but with approval to fly

#1
Blank fuel 

measurement

#2
Attempted fix in 

Montreal

#3
Pilot misunderstands 

fault

#4
Metric conversion

Kg to lb



Principles of complex system failure

1. Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems

2. Complex systems are heavily and successfully defended against 
failure

3. Catastrophe requires multiple failures – single point failures are not 
enough..

4. Complex systems contain changing mixtures of failures latent within 
them

5. Complex systems run in degraded mode

6. Catastrophe is always just around the corner





Principles of complex system failure

7. Post-accident attribution accident to a ‘root cause’ is fundamentally 
wrong

8. Hindsight biases post-accident assessments of human performance

9. Views of ‘cause’ limit the effectiveness of defenses against future 
events

10. Human operators have dual roles: as producers & as defenders 
against failure
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11. All practitioner actions are gambles



Principles of complex system failure

7. Post-accident attribution accident to a ‘root cause’ is fundamentally 
wrong

8. Hindsight biases post-accident assessments of human performance

9. Views of ‘cause’ limit the effectiveness of defenses against future 
events

10. Human operators have dual roles: as producers & as defenders 
against failure

11. All practitioner actions are gambles

12. Actions at the sharp end resolve all ambiguity



Principles of complex system failure

13. Human practitioners are the adaptable element of complex systems



Principles of complex system failure

13. Human practitioners are the adaptable element of complex systems

14. Human expertise in complex systems is constantly changing

15. Change introduces new forms of failure

16. Safety is a characteristic of systems and not of their components

17. People continuously create safety

18. Failure free operations require experience with failure



Conclusion

1. Complex systems fail in different ways from simple systems

2. The Swiss Cheese Model can help us think about failure & defences

3. Removing minor bugs may be important (3rd power effect)

4. We need to better prepare teams to respond to failure

5. Please read How Complex Systems Fail by Richard Cook



Thank you!
Questions?

Andrew Brown
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